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Prospect Park Books, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A Los
Angeles Times Bestseller A witty, timely and richly entertaining tale of a modern mother in
transition Helen Fairchild is leading a privileged Pasadena existence: married to a pillar of the
community; raising a water polo-playing son destined for the most select high school; volunteering
her time on the most fashionable committees. It only bothers Helen a tiny bit that she has never
quite fit in with the proper Pasadena crowd, never finished that graduate degree in Classics, and
never had that second baby. But the rigid rules of society in Pasadena appeal to Helen, the
daughter of Oregon fiber artists, even if she ll never be on the inside. And then along comes a Rose
Parade float, killing her philandering husband and leaving Helen broke, out of her forever house,
and scrambling to salvage her once-rarefied existence. Enter Patrick O Neill, excavator of Troy and
wearer of nubby sweaters. A job as Dr. O Neill s research assistant is the lifeline Helen needs to
reinvent herself. Ancient mysteries to solve! Charity events to plan! School admissions advisors to
charm! If Helen wasn t so distracted...
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This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider

The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD
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